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TOP 20 :

• Ashley Furniture HomeStores • IKEA • Williams-Sonoma • Rooms To Go      • Mattress Firm

• Berkshire Hathaway furniture division • Pier 1 Imports • Restoration Hardware • Raymour & Flanigan

• La-Z-Boy Furniture Galleries • Sleepy’s • American Signature • Sleep Number

• Bob’s Discount Furniture • Havertys • Crate & Barrel • Ethan Allen

• Art Van • Sleep Train • Mathis Brothers

Top 100
Furniture Stores in US
report 7.8% sales increase in 2013
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 Top 100 US furniture stores posted a 7.8% increase

in furniture, bedding and accessory sales in 2013,

growing revenue to a combined $34.1 billion, up from

$31.7 billion the year before. That growth wasn’t as

impressive as the 9.9% gain in 2012 for the previous Top

100, but it blew away the meagre increase for all US

furniture stores and led to a major capture of additional

market share. It was the fourth consecutive annual sales

gain for the Top 100 as the industry and the economy

continued on the road of recovery. The nation’s largest

furniture store chains also experienced decent physical

growth, adding net 321 stores for a 3.5% increase.

Again, that wasn’t as great as the 621-store, 7.3%

gain for last year’s Top 100, but it continued to move the

needle in positive growth territory and away from the

dark days of sales slumps and store-count declines

occurring during the recession.

There’s no doubt 2013 was a tougher year for the

industry than 2012, and size appeared to matter even

more than it has in the past. The 7.8% sales increase for

the Top 100 compares to a 0.6% increase in estimated

furniture, bedding and accessories sales for all US

furniture stores, which grew to $45.4 billion.

That disparity means the Top 100’s market share

among all furniture stores grew to 75%, a major shift

considering the share for the previous year’s list was

69%. Growth at the very top was even better than for

the list as a whole, as the Top 10 combined for a 10.3%

sales gain to $17.1 billion and a 4.5% gain in store count.

In another first, the Top 10 all did $1 billion or more in

sales last year. (In fact, 11 Top 100 companies hit at least

$1 billion in sales, vs. eight on last year’s list.)

The growth strings

along with industry analyst

Jerry Epperson’s comments

last year that the Top 100

are doing a good job

leveraging their clout in

advertising and global

buying power, making it

difficult to compete. But he

also says that he’s not

surprised that the sales growth this year didn’t top 2012.

“Last year was a disappointment,” thanks primarily to a

series of government disruptions — debt ceiling

standoffs, the shutting down of the government and the

budget battles, said the managing director of Richmond,

VA-based Mann Armistead & Epperson Ltd. “It proved

how vulnerable our economy is to those kinds of

disruptions,” he added. “Hopefully we’re not going to

face that this year. This year we just have the bad

weather and hopefully we’ll recover quickly from that.”

On this year’s Top 100, 83 companies saw sales increase

—the same number as the previous year’s Top 100 —

though slightly more than last year saw a decrease

(14 companies this time vs. 10 posting decreases on the

previous list). Three Top 100 companies this year are

listed with no growth.

The greatest percentage sales increase this time

goes to a newcomer to the Top 100, No. 33 Conn’s, the

publicly held furniture, electronics and appliance retailer

There’s no doubt

2013 was a tougher

year for the industry

than 2012, and size

appeared to matter

even more than it has

in the past.

SHARE OF TOP 100, 2013
Sales Units

Specialty stores

45%

Conventional

furniture stores

55%

Conventional

furniture stores

31%

Specialty stores

69%

Sales of furniture, bedding and accessories

Source: Furniture/Today’s 2014 Survey of Top 100 U.S. Furniture Stores
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that did $243.7 million in furniture, bedding and

accessories sales at 79 stores last year.  That’s up 76.5%

from $138.1million in 2012, and furniture and bedding

have continued to be runaway growth categories for the

retailer this year.

The only reason The Woodlands, Texas-based chain

didn’t make the cut last year was that its furniture and

bedding sales mix to overall sales didn’t meet the 25%

minimum.

In another healthy change, more retailers on the Top

100 this time increased their store count, and with fewer

overall stores addition, compared with last year’s Top

100, it can be argued that expansion was more evenly

spread out this time. One of the few exceptions was No. 5

Mattress Firm, which for the second consecutive year,

was the only retailer on the list with a triple-digit

increase in store count — up 146 stores. This time,

however, the retailer’s new

stores came primarily

through organic growth

instead of acquisition.

Thirty-six companies on

this year’s ranking had no

change in their store count,

while there were 37 with no

change on the previous list

— and only 17 retailers cut

stores, compared with 20

reducing units on the

previous list. Eight companies

posted double-digit increases

in store count, led by

another bedding

specialist, No. 11 Sleepy’s,

which added 44 units. No.

49 Dufresne Spencer

Group had the greatest

percentage growth in

store count, up more than

84% to 35 showrooms at

year end. The operator of

Ashley Furniture

HomeStores and multi-

line Stash Home gobbled

up two Top 100 companies

in the process — the

former KHF Holdings, an

Ashley Home-Stores

licensee in Louisville, KY,

and No. 88 Phillips

Furniture, which made this

year’s list on the strength

of its sales through nearly

the full year before the

acquisition.

The perennial No. 1 on

the Top 100, the Ashley

Furniture HomeStores

dedicated network, did it

again for the eighth

straight year, taking the

top spot with combined

2013 sales of $3.11 billion,

up 5.8%. The HomeStores

network added 31 stores

for a total of 493

company-owned and

licensed stores at year’s

end and the third best net

increase in units on the

Top 100. Its net sales gain

of $170.8 million was

fourth best among the

Top 100.

More retailers

increased their

store count, and

with fewer overall

stores addition,

compared with last

year’s Top 100, it

can be argued that

expansion was

more evenly spread

out this time.

SHARE OF TOP 100, 2013

Sales through

U.S. furniture stores

All other

furniture
stores

25%

Top 100

75%

Estimated furniture, bedding and
accessory sales through U.S.
furniture stores were $45.4 billion
in 2013, up 0.6% from $45.1 billion
in 2012. Total U.S. furniture store
sales from all product categories
were $51.0 billion in 2013 and
$50.6 billion in 2012.

Sales through

all distribution channels

Top 100*

34%

All other retail

outlets**

66%

Estimated furniture and bedding
sales through all distribution
channels were $95 billion in 2013.

*Top 100 sales of furniture and
bedding only, excluding decorative
accessories.

**Includes furniture stores not
within the Top 100, as well as sales
through discount department
stores, department stores,
warehouse membership clubs,
online retailers, catalog merchants,
television sellers, designers, office
supply stores, rental stores, used
outlets, home accent/gift specialty
stores, appliance/ electronics stores,
military exchanges, home
improvement centers, garden
centers, supermarkets and drug
stores, among others.

Source: Furniture/Today’s 2014 Survey of Top
100 U.S. Furniture Stores and the U.S. Dept. of
Commerce
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By subtracting stores and sales that would

otherwise be double counted when calculating

combined Top 100 figures, companies such as Ashley

and La-Z-Boy get due credit for the size of their overall

store networks while individual licensees are recognized,

too, for their own gains. The independent retailers who

operate HomeStores are often standout sales

performers, and last year was no exception, though the

number of HomeStore operators rising to the top was a

little smaller than usual. Dufresne Spencer Group was

the clear leader with the Top 100’s third best percentage

sales increase — up 33.1%  as a result of torrent of

expansion activity. DSG also jumped more spots up the

Top 100 than any other company (with the exception of

the newcomers), climbing 10 notches to No. 49, thanks in

part to its aggressive expansion. Other high jumpers this

year included Bob Mills Furniture — up nine spots to No.

74; LoveSac, climbing seven spots to No. 93 from No. 100

the previous year; and No. 59 Chair King/Fortunoff

Backyard Store and No. 90 Wellsville Carpet Town, each

climbing six spots.

The cutoff for making the Top 100 rose again — to

$44.5 million from $40 million on last year’s list. And

newcomer Boston Interiors of Stoughton, Mass., took

that final spot with a 12.9% sales increase at its seven

Boston-area stores.

There were some shifts at the other end of the Top

100. Mattress Firm, previously No. 6, climbed into the No.

5 spot that had been held by the Berkshire Hathaway

furniture division (now No. 6). Sales for the Houston-

based company — the largest bedding specialty chain in

the country —

grew 18.8% to

$1.39 billion.

Jumping into the

Top 10 for the first

time is No. 8

Restoration

Hardware, up five

spots from No. 13

last year, not an

easy feat at the

top of the list.

The Corte Madera, CA-based company posted the

best net sales gain in the Top 100, with furniture, bedding

and accessories sales increasing $315 million to $1.21

billion. The company was second only to Conn’s in the

percentage sales growth category with a 35.4% gain. No.

9 Raymour & Flanigan dropped a spot from its former

No. 8 position and Sleepy’s slipped to No. 11, with a 2.5%

estimated sales increase to $1 billion.

The top four companies on the list — Ashley

Furniture HomeStores, No. 2 Ikea, No. 3 Williams-Sonoma

and No. 4 Rooms To Go — held their order from last year.

In addition to No. 33 Conn’s and No. 100 Boston Interiors,

there were two more newcomers to the Top 100 this

year — No. 78 Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams and No. 83

Roche Bobois. In 2013, Taylorsville, NC.- based Mitchell

Gold’s dedicated Signature store network grew to 18 U.S.

stores, a mix of company-owned and licensed units —

and estimated sales of $75 million, up 23% from the year

before. The company, known for its upscale upholstery,

case goods, lighting, area rugs and accessories, opened

five stores this past year and is showing no signs of

slowing in 2014, with openings already planned in

McLean, VA, Denver, Miami, St. Louis and Alpharetta, Ga.

New York-based Roche Bobois returned to the Top 100

this year after a multiple-year hiatus and with a 14.7%

sales increase to $65.9 million in 2013. The high-end

retailer, known for its luxury French contemporary home

furnishings styles that are exclusive to the chain, has

more than 250 stores in 45 countries, but is ranked in the

Top 100 based only on its 23 company owned and

franchised U.S. stores. The retailer plans to open two

more U.S. stores this year in Portland, Ore., and Florida.

Four newcomers means four former Top 100

companies dropped off the list. Laurel, Del.-based

Johnny Janosik will move to the Beyond the Top 100 this

year, despite a healthy 7.1% sales gain to $43.6 million

last year. Los Angeles-based Dearden’s was a newcomer

to the Top 100 the previous year but was dropped this

time after a reliable new sales estimate was not available.

Former Top 100 company Easy Life Furniture of Buena

Park, Calif., filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection

early this month and is liquidating all stores. The retailer
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wouldn’t have made the list, anyway,

as 2013 sales were only about $43

million.

Ashley Furniture HomeStores

licensee KHF Holdings also dropped

from this list, though its stores are now

part of Dufresne Spencer Group. The

Top 100 ticked up in two of three other

performance categories, suggesting

that the growth in 2013 led to better

bottom lines. The median sales per

square foot increased to $241 this past

year, based on 41 company estimates.

It was the third consecutive increase

and was up from $232 for the previous

Top 100.

No. 52 Gallery Furniture swapped

places with No. 13 Sleep Number for

the best performance in the category.

The Houston-based Gallery posted a

sales-per-square-foot average of

$1,130, and was followed by

Minneapolis-based Sleep Number’s

$1,077 average. LoveSac had the third-

best average at $926, followed by No.

24 Room & Board ($882) and No. 4

Rooms To Go ($700). With 19 estimates,

the median gross margin also ticked

up for the Top 100 this year to 48% vs.

47%, which was the median for the

previous three years in a row. The

standout performers in this category

included No. 13 Sleep Number, with the

best average gross margin of 62.7%,

and No. 7 Pier 1 Imports with an

average gross margin of nearly 59%.

LoveSac wasn’t far behind with an average gross

marginof 56%, followed La-Z-Boy Furniture Galleries

licensee No. 84 EBCO at 54.8% and No. 15 Havertys at

53.8%. Median stock turns for the Top 100 were down

slightly to 6.6 turns compared with 6.8 turns for the

previous year’s Top100. With 21 estimates available,

Ashley Furniture HomeStores licensee No. 32 Hill Country

Holdings of New Braunfels,

Texas, topped the list with

stock turning an average of

19 times. No. 56 Bernie &

Phyl’s Furniture followed

with stock turning an

average of 12.2 times, and

TOP 10 CONVENTIONAL FURNITURE STORES
Ranked by sales of furniture, bedding and accessories

Estimated furniture, bedding, Percent
accessory sales in $ millions change Number of units

Rank Company 2013 2012 2012 to 2013 2013 2012

1 Ashley Furniture
HomeStores $3,114.8 $2,944.0 5.8% 493 462

4 Rooms To Go $1,780.0 $1,610.0 10.6% 131 130

6 Berkshire Hathaway
furniture division $1,372.2 $1,294.7  6.0% 33 33

9 Raymour & Flanigan $1,150.5 $1,08 7.6 5.8% 102 101

12 American Signature $960.4 $957.2 0.3% 126 128

14 Bob’s Discount
 Furniture $758.0 $685.3 10.6% 47 43

15 Havertys $746.1 $670.1 11.3% 119 122

17 Ethan Allen $702.2 $703.9 -0.2% 200 207

18 Art Van $555.0 $515.0 7.8% 82 72

20 Mathis Brothers $417.9 $371.9 12.4% 18 17

Source: Furniture/Today’s 2014 Survey of Top 100 U.S. Furniture Stores

TOP 10 SPECIALTY STORES
Ranked by sales of furniture, bedding and accessories

Estimated furniture, bedding, Percent
accessory sales in $ millions change Number of units

Rank Company 2013 2012 2012 to 2013 2013 2012

2 IKEA $2,690.0 $2,525.0 6.5% 38 38

3 Williams-Sonoma $2,185.0 $1,965.0 11.2% 554 560

5 Mattress Firm $1,387.0 $1,168.0 18.8% 1,361 1,215

7 Pier 1 Imports $1,209.2 $1,124.7 7.5% 991 982

8 Restoration
Hardware $1,205.0 $890.0 35.4% 65 66

10 La-Z-Boy
Furniture Galleries $1,017.0 $902.0 12.7% 281 286

11 Sleepy’s $1,000.0 $976.0 2.5% 939 895

13Sleep Number $922.3 $901.5 2.3% 440 410

16Crate and Barrel $735.0 $750.0 -2.0% 103 101

19 Sleep Train $471.2 $448.1 5.2% 299 273

Source: Furniture/Today’s 2014 Survey of Top 100 U.S. Furniture Stores
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LoveSac and No. 73 The Room-Store of Phoenix tied for

third with average stock turns of 10 times.

Number of Top 100 specialty stores growing

Conventional furniture store retailers have long

made up the majority of companies on the Top 100, but

the number of Top 100 specialty stores is growing, and

they continue to dominate their conventional store

counterparts in just about every way imaginable.

The specialists grew their sales at a faster clip. They

added more stores. They had a higher sales per square

foot median, greater stock turns and better gross

margins. And this time, they got their biggest boost

from specialty subcategories other than the longtime

superstar, bedding specialists.

The now 28 specialty store retailers on the Top 100

combined for a 9.8% increase in furniture, bedding and

accessories sales last year to $15.3 billion. That bested

the 6.2% increase to $18.8 billion for the combined 72

conventional furniture stores.

The gain for the specialists also topped the 7.8% sales

increase for the combined Top 100, and while it was less

than the 10.3% increase for the Top 10 companies on the

list, it should be noted that the majority of the Top 10 (six

retailers) are specialists, and four of the five double-digit

sales gains among the Top 10 belonged to specialty

store retailers. That includes the greatest percentage

gain in the group by No. 8 Restoration Hardware, which

grew furniture, bedding and accessories sales 35.4% to

an estimated $1.21 billion.

On the store-growth front, the specialty retailers

added a net 281stores for a 4.5% increase in units to

6,554 stores at year's end. That compares with a net 40

new stores for the conventional stores for a total of

2,985 units.

The specialty retailers' share of all Top 100 sales ticked

up to 45% from 44% for the previous year's Top 100

specialists, while the conventional stores gave up one

percentage point. The same story goes for share of total

Top 100 store count, as the specialists gained one

percentage point, increasing their share to 69% of the

total, and the conventional stores dropped to 31%.

The specialists also

posted the four best

average gross margin

numbers among the Top

100, led by No. 13 Sleep

Number, with an average

gross margin of 62.7%, then

No. 7 Pier 1 Imports (58.9%),

No. 93 LoveSac (56%) and

La-Z-Boy Galleries licensee

No. 84 EBCO (54.8%). Indeed,

in all three performance

measures other than sales and store growth that are

tracked by Furniture/Today, specialty stores

outperformed their conventional counterparts. The

median sales per square foot was $346 for 10 specialists

reporting vs. $239 for 31 conventional stores. Both

numbers are up from the sales per square foot medians

of $343 and $223 for the specialists and conventional

stores, respectively, on the previous Top 100 list.

Stock turns for specialty stores this time were a

median 9.2 times for five stores reporting compared

with 6.3 times for 16 conventional stores. And the

median gross margin for five reporting specialty stores

was 56% vs. 46% for 14 conventional stores.

Of the four new names on the Top 100, two of them

are specialty retailers - No. 78 Mitchell Gold + Bob

Williams and No. 83 Roche Bobois. Both are listed as

lifestyle specialists by Furniture/Today, and both posted

impressive sales increases that beat the combined

percentage increases for all specialty stores as well as

the Top 100 as a whole. Mitchell Gold had the thirdbest

percentage gain in store count growth among all Top

The specialists grew

their sales at a faster

clip. They added

more stores. They had

a higher sales per

square foot median,

greater stock turns

and better gross

margins.
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100 companies, up 38.5% to 18

stores, with the addition of five U.S.

stores this past year (and more on

tap this year). It also had the

sixthbest percentage sales increase,

up 23% to an estimated $75 million.

The conventional retailers gained

two new names as well - No. 33

Conn's and No. 100 Boston Interiors.

However, all four retailers dropping

off the list from the previous Top 100

were conventional stores. This year,

the best-performing subset among

the specialists when it comes to sales

and store growth was a subset of

one - casual specialty store No. 59

Chair King/Fortunoff Backyard Store.

The Houston-based retailer saw a

16.7% increase in 2013 sales to an

estimated $101.5 million and a 22.6%

gain in unit growth to 38 stores.

That growth title usually goes to the bedding

specialists, but this year, the bedding stores overall

lagged behind other subcategories, particularly in sales.

Despite a fairly thorough stomping by the specialists, the

conventional stores were not without their own stars

this time.

Ashley Furniture HomeStores, for instance, continued

to dominate all retailers, taking the No. 1 spot with its

$3.11 billion in sales and nearly 500 stores at year's end.

And Ashley licensee Dufresne Spencer Group (which also

operates multi-line Stash Home stores) was a standout,

with the greatest percentage increase in store count, up

84.2% to 35 stores, and the third-best percentage sales

increase, up 33.1% to $130.4 million. Another

HomeStores licensee, No. 32 Hill Country Holdings,

posted the greatest average stock turns at 19 times.

Conventional store newcomer Conn's had the

greatest percentage sales gain of any Top 100 company,

up 76.5% to $243.7 million in furniture, bedding and

accessories sales. And No. 52 Gallery Furniture regained

the title of sales-persquare- foot champion, with an

average of $1,130, swiping the top spot from specialist

No. 13 Sleep Number, No. 2 in the performance measure

at $1,077.

Lifestyle specialists beat bedding specialists

For years, the bedding specialists on the Top 100 have

been the superstars, blowing away all other

Subcategories on the ranking with their outsized sales

gains and explosive store growth. This time, however,

they weren’t so special. The combined 7.6% sales

increase to $4.49 billion for the 10 sleep shops on the list

was less than the 7.8% gain of the combined Top 100

and one of the weakest sales performances of any

subset. Only the singlesource dedicated store networks

had a weaker sales performance and that was due

primarily to one major decrease by Thomasville Home

Furnishings Stores based on Furniture/Today’s estimate

of their sales.

The bigger stories in 2013 among the Top 100

specialty stores were the continuing rise of the lifestyle

specialty stores; the solid gains by three of four living

TOP 10 SPECIALTY STORES
Ranked by sales of furniture, bedding and accessories

Estimated furniture, bedding, Percent
accessory sales in $ millions change Number of units

Rank Company 2013 2012 2012 to 2013 2013 2012

2 IKEA $2,690.0 $2,525.0 6.5% 38 38

3 Williams-Sonoma $2,185.0 $1,965.0 11.2% 554 560

7 Pier 1 Imports $1,209.2 $1,124.7 7.5% 991 982

8 Restoration
Hardware $1,205.0 $890.0 35.4% 65 66

16 Crate and Barrel $735.0 $750.0 -2.0% 103 101

23 Cost Plus World
Market $367.0 $355.0 3.4% 265 264

24Room & Board $344.0 $296.0 16.2% 13 13

31 Arhaus Furniture $260.0 $215.0 20.9% 46 43

38Design Within Reach $185.0 $175.0 5.7% 39 44

43 Z Gallerie $154.2 $137.0 12.6% 56 55

50ABC Carpet & Home $130.0 $139.0 -6.5% 4 4

78 Mitchell Gold +
Bob Williams $75.0 $61.0 23.0% 18 13

83Roche Bobois $65.9 $57.5 14.7% 23 22

Source: Furniture/Today’s 2014 Survey of Top 100 U.S. Furniture Stores
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room specialty chains; and the

leading sales growth of the one

casual specialty store on the list —

No. 59 Chair King/ Fortunoff

Backyard Store, which experienced

a 16.7% increase to $101.5 million.

“I think the bedding store

(numbers) reflect what happened

to them the year before — just the

extraordinary gain in 2012,” said

Jerry Epperson, industry analyst

and managing director of

Richmond, VA-based Mann,

Armistead & Epperson. He foretold

the end of the rally was drawing

nigh in an interview for last year’s

Top 100.

The bedding industry saw a 10%

revenue gain in 2012. The sleep

shops on the Top 100 last year led all top 100

subcategories with a 22.9% combined sales gain in 2012.

Epperson said he believes the more recent numbers are

the result of that tough comparison and reflect some

digesting of the earlier growth. “Plus, 2012 was a bigger

year with a lot of introductions and bigger advertising

budgets,” he added.

Of the 10 bedding chains on the Top 100, only the

largest, No. 5 Mattress Firm, saw a double-digit sales

increase. The Houston-based company climbed one spot

up the Top 100 as it grew 2013 sales 18.8% to $1.39 billion

and added a net 146 stores

for a total of 1,361 at yearend. That net store grown was

less than half the number of stores the retailer added in

2012, with the bulk coming through acquisitions in 2012.

This time, most of Mattress Firm’s growth was organic.

Despite the bedding specialists’ mediocre sales

performance overall, they did combine for the greatest

net store growth in the Top 100, adding a net 273 stores

for a 7.5% increase to 3,911 units. That was due largely

to Mattress Firm again, but also a handful of others,

including No. 11 Sleepy’s, which added 44 stores (yet

slipped out of the Top 10) and No. 13 Sleep Number,

which added 30 stores. Meanwhile, the 13 lifestyle

specialists in the Top 100 had one of the strongest sales

performances despite adding only a net 10 stores

between them. The group combined for a 10.5%

increase to $9.61 billion, and just more than half the

group posted double-digit sales gains.

The largest

gains came from No.

8 Restoration

Hardware, which

posted a 35.4%

Some of the

youngest shoppers

and one of the

largest generations

of consumers have

made it clear that

lifestyle stores are

where they prefer to

shop for furniture.

TOP SINGLE-SOURCE STORE NETWORKS
Ranked by sales of furniture, bedding and accessories

Estimated furniture, bedding, Percent
accessory sales in $ millions change Number of units

Rank Company 2013 2012 2012 to 2013 2013 2012

1 Ashley Furniture
HomeStores $3,114.8 $2,944.0 5.8% 493 462

10La-Z-Boy Furniture
Galleries $1,017.0 $902.0 12.7% 281 286

13 Sleep Number $922.3 $901.5 2.3% 440 410

17 Ethan Allen $702.2 $703.9 -0.2% 200 207

25 America’s Mattress $313.8 $299.1 4.9% 395 380

27 Bassett Home
Furnishings $296.2 $272.6 8.7% 87 84

47 Thomasville Home
Furnishings Stores $150.0 $220.0 -31.8% 68 98

78 Mitchell Gold +
Bob Williams $75.0 $61.0 23.0% 18 13

83 Roche Bobois $65.9 $57.5 14.7% 23 22

93 LoveSac $50.0 $40.0 25.0% 54 49

Source: Furniture/Today’s 2014 Survey of Top 100 U.S. Furniture Stores
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increase in estimated furniture, bedding and accessories

sales to $1.21 billion, second only to Top 100 newcomer

No. 33 Conn’s, the conventional retailer that grew

furniture, bedding and accessories sales by 76.5%.

Restoration’s net sales gain of $315 million was tops

among the Top 100.

Double-digit growth among the lifestyle stores also

came from No. 3 Williams-Sonoma, No. 24 Room & Board,

No. 31 Arhaus Furniture, No. 43 Z Gallerie and Top 100

newcomers No. 78 Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams and No.

83 Roche Bobois.

When asked about the continuing rise of the lifestyle

specialty stores, Epperson said, “They continue to

befuddle me. When I think of how we define lifestyle

stores, I think of extremely expensive real estate and

companies that sell a lot of things other than furniture.”

They continue to do very well as self-branded entities,

Epperson added. “I’ve been amazed because I’ve

thought that you can’t spend that kind of money on real

estate and still make money on furniture, and they

prove me wrong every day.”

Perhaps that’s because some of the youngest

shoppers and one of the largest generations of

consumers have made it clear that lifestyle stores are

where they prefer to shop for furniture. In a 2012

consumer survey conducted by Furniture/Today and

New York-based Apartment Therapy, 100% of the

Millennial generation respondents noted lifestyle

furniture stores as a place they regularly shop for

furniture, compared to 23% noting traditional furniture

stores and manufacturer-branded stores as a regular

stop. For that matter, even Baby Boomers and

Generation X respondents (ages 37 to 66 at the time)

singled out lifestyle stores ahead of traditional furniture

stores. Also standing out among the specialists this time

were the living room specialty retailers. This group of

four retailers — No. 10 La-Z-Boy Furniture Galleries, No.

69 Jennifer Convertibles, No. 84 EBCO (a La-Z-Boy

licensee) and No. 93 LoveSac — combined for a 12.1%

increase in sales to $1.11 billion, even as their combined

store count decreased by nine units to 390 stores.

LoveSac, the Stamford, Conn.-based maker and retailer,

led the group with a 25% sales gain to $50 million (fifth-

best increase in the Top 100) and a 10.2%, five-store

increase to 54 stores at yearend.

LoveSac was a top performer in other categories, too,

with the third best sales-per-square foot average ($926),

the third highest average stock turns (turning inventory

an average of 10 times) and the third best average gross

margin (56%).

More than half of Top 100 stores are expanding

For the first time since before the recession, more

than half the companies on the Top 100 have expanded

or plan to expand their footprints this year. Fifty-five

companies on the list have either upped their store

count already, plan to by the end of the year or early

2015, or they have plans to expand their footprint

without adding to their store count. The plans include

everything from showrooms in new markets, to new

formats. The past few years of expansion have signaled

recovery for the biggest in the industry, but it hasn’t

been since 2006 that the majority of the Top 100 was in

this heavy an expansion mode. Even though the Top 100

companies were a little conservative in their planning (or

broadcasting of plans) last year, their actions were

aggressive. Some 45 companies on last year’s list

indicated they were expansion minded in 2013, while 47

TOP 100 SINGLE-SOURCE NETWORKS

Growth in sales and units, 2012-2013

Sales

Units 2.4%

4.8%

Single-source networks’ share of

Top 100 sales U.S. furniture store sales*

20% 15%

*Total U.S. furniture store sales from all product categories in 2013
was $51.0 billion; of that, an estimated $45.4 billion was for
furniture, bedding and accessories.

Source: Furniture/Today’s 2014 Survey of Top 100 U.S. Furniture Stores
and the U.S. Dept. of Commerce
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of this year’s Top 100 companies actually increased their

store counts. The year before, 42 Top 100 companies

expanded.

Here’s a sample of what is coming this year along with

a few of the highlights from 2013:

• Bedding specialists may not have had their best sales

year in 2013, but they did net the bulk of the new

stores last year, and this year is likely to bring more of

the same. For starters, No. 5 Mattress Firm has

acquired the 55-store Sleep Experts in Texas, is set to

acquire approximately 75 stores from Mattress

Liquidators with stores in Colorado and Arizona at the

end of the second quarter, and expects to open up to

165 stores. No. 11 Sleepy’s, with 939 stores at yearend,

expects to hit the 1,000 mark by the end of 2014, and

No. 13 Sleep Number is on track to add a net 25 stores,

ending the year with 465 locations.

• On top of this, No. 19 Sleep Train has acquired the

ninestore America’s Mattress in Hawaii and is set to

open 10 to 20 new stores this year, while No. 57 Back To

Bed/Bedding Experts/Mattress Barn plans to add a net

25 stores for a total of 156 locations. It will get even

hotter in Phoenix. Two Top 100 giants —No. 22

American Furniture Warehouse and No. 34 Living

Spaces — opened 130,000-plus-squarefoot stores in

greater Phoenix in 2013 and by all industry reports

they’ve been wildly successful. Living Spaces has since

opened its second Phoenix store, and AFW says its

second in Glendale, Ariz., is coming this fall.

• No. 6 Berkshire Hathaway’s furniture division is getting

busy this year after a 2013 with no store growth. Its

Salt Lake City-based R.C. Willey just opened its largest

store to date in Draper, Utah, replacing a smaller

showroom in the area. And next year, Omaha, Neb.-

based Nebraska Furniture Mart will move into a north

Dallas suburb with a 560,000-square-foot showroom in

the spring followed by Taunton, Mass.-based Jordan’s

opening a 200,000-square-foot store in New Haven,

Conn., in the summer of 2015.

• No. 2 IKEA rarely grows by leaps and bounds, but when

it opens a store, it’s a big one. This summer, it will open

a416,000-square-foot Miamiarea store, this fall will open

a 359,000-square-foot Kansas Cityarea store, and fall of

2015, IKEA will open a 380,000-square-foot store in St.

Louis.

• No. 1 Ashley Furniture HomeStores didn’t disclose all of

its expansion plans, but earlier this year, it celebrated its

500th location with the opening of a HomeStore in

Longview, Texas, by No. 49 Dufresne Spencer Group.

That gave the dedicated store network a net seven new

stores for the year already.

• Speaking of Dufresne Spencer Group, the Memphis,

Tenn.-based operator of HomeStores and multi-line

Stash Home stores has been on a tear, nearly doubling

its store count last year to 35 stores while posting a

33.1% increase in sales for the third-greatest

percentage gain on the Top 100. DSG acquired the

stores of two Top 100 companies last year — the

former KHF Holdings of Louisville, KY, and No. 88 Phillips

Furniture of St. Louis, MO. In addition to the Longview

opening this year, DSG acquired two HomeStores in

Lexington, KY, and Cookeville, Tenn., this past April.
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• No. 18 Art Van is continuing its torrent of expansion on

several fronts. In January, it opened the third and

fourth full-line franchise stores in secondary Michigan

markets. It opened a second Indiana Art Van store in

Fort Wayne in February and its sixth Chicago area

store in April. More is on tap, including a fifth franchise

store in Owosso, Mich., this summer.

• Under new ownership (Bain Capital) since January, No.

14 Bob’s Discount Furniture entered the Philadelphia

market over President’s Day weekend with three area

stores.

Single-source networks post 4.8% gain

The singlesource, dedicated store networks on the

Top 100 gained two new retailers and a percentage point

of market share this year, but it wasn’t enough to make

their combined sales performance a winner.

The group of now 10 networks grew sales 4.8% to a

combined $6.71 billion for the smallest increase of any

Top 100 subcategory. While a couple of the dedicated

networks saw sales declines and three cut stores, the

main source of the combined networks’ weakness was

No. 47 Thomasville Home Furnishings Stores, which saw

sales decline by 31.8% to an estimated $150 million. Store

count for the manufacturer’s dedicated store network

was down by 30 units or 30.6% to an estimated 68 stores

at yearend.

Thomasville was part of the former Furniture Brands

International, which filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy

protection in September and began shedding some 19

company owned and 11 dealer-owned stores last year.

Furniture Brands’ assets were acquired in November by

private equity firm KPS Capital Partners, which formed

the new Heritage Home Group.

Single-source store networks are the company-

owned, licensed or franchised stores that are dedicated

to single home furnishings brands on the Top 100 and

operate under a single retail banner. They also include

vertically integrated companies, such as No. 13 Sleep

Number, No. 17 Ethan Allen and newcomers No. 78

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams and No. 83 Roche Bobois.

Despite the weak overall sales performance, the addition

of two new

single-source

networks —

both also listed

in the hot

lifestyle specialty

store category

— helped boost

the networks’

overall share of

U.S furniture

store sales this

past year to 15%

from 14% for the

eight single-source networks on the previous Top 100.

Thomasville Home Furnishings’ sales decline in 2013

was on top of an 8.3% decrease in 2012, only this time it

wasn’t alone. Ethan Allen also posted a 0.2% decrease to

$702.2 million, and Ethan Allen, along with No. 10 La-Z-

Boy closed a handful of stores last year (though La-Z-

Boy grew sales 12.7% to $1.02 billion). All told, the single-

source networks added 48 stores in 2013 for a total of

2,059 units at the end of the year, a 2.4% increase for this

group of stores. That net growth was down from the 79

net new stores opened by the eight networks on the

previous Top 100 in 2012, but continued a positive trend

following three years of store declines for this

subcategory.

Ashley Furniture HomeStores, the largest single-

source network and No. 1 on the Top 100, added a net 31

stores in 2013 — the most of any of the dedicated

Networks — and grew sales 5.8% to an estimated $3.11

billion. But it was the fairly new companies to the list that

provided the real shot in the arm in terms of percentage

gains in stores and sales. Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams

increased sales an estimated 23% to $75 million and

boosted its store count 38.5% to 18 stores (with a net

five new U.S. showrooms). No. 93 LoveSac, which joined

the Top 100 last time, increased sales 25% to $50 million,

while its store count climbed 10.2%, or by a net five

stores, to 54 units. And Roche Bobois grew by 14.7% to

$65.9 million in U.S. sales. Source : Furniture Today




